The problem of organization of extracurricular work in English language learning in primary school is discussed in the article. Reformation processes in education in Ukraine set a task for a graduate of general secondary education institution to form ten key competencies, including foreign language communicative competence, which includes the ability to use a foreign language at the appropriate level for communication in everyday life, professional activities, self-education and self-development. The purpose of the study is to reveal the importance of extracurricular work in English language learning in primary school and the theoretical justification for the use of dramatization and language camps to increase pupils’ motivation to learn English. A characteristic feature of these forms of extracurricular activities is immersion in the culture of the country which language is studied, the ability to choose material that is interesting and relevant to pupils, the opportunity to express themselves. These forms of work make it possible to create a comfortable psychological climate for the use of English language.

The psychological and pedagogical features of primary school pupils, which must be taken into consideration in the preparation of extracurricular activities, are described in the article. Basic principles of extracurricular work in English language learning are considered: taking into account the level of pupils’ language training and continuity with lessons, taking into account age characteristics of pupils, combination of mass, group and individual forms of work, principle of interdisciplinary connections, pupils’ communicative activity and the principle of connection with life. Forms of organization of extracurricular activities are considered: mass, group and individual. The advantages of using drama clubs and language camps are listed. Examples of works that can be used in extracurricular work in English language learning are given.
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Formulation of the problem. In the processes of informatization and globalization learning foreign languages becomes an important component of personal development. The reform processes that take place in the education system in Ukraine are aimed at ensuring the competitiveness of Ukrainians in the labor market. Knowledge of foreign languages at a sufficient for communication level and professional activity will ensure the achievement of this goal.

Nowadays, great importance is attached to the competency-based approach in education. A graduate of a general secondary education institution has to form ten basic competencies, including foreign language communicative competence. The importance of extracurricular work in English language learning is explained, on the one hand, by the insufficient number of classroom hours for learning a foreign language, on the other hand, by the need to maintain pupils’ interest to learn a foreign language. The problem of improving the quality of extracurricular activities as a means of additional language education for pupils has always been relevant. Many scientific works are devoted to various aspects of extracurricular work in English, which reveal content, methods, tasks, purpose and principles. All these determine the relevance of this investigation.

Research analysis. A review of the methodological literature has shown that the problem of organization of extracurricular work in a foreign language is an object of interest for many scientists. Various aspects of the problem of organizing and conducting extracurricular activities are emphasized by the researchers. I. Bekh, A. Kapska, I. Martyniuk, G. Pustovit, and P. Shcherban considered the issue of the content and directions of extracurricular activities at school. Scientist V. Sherstinkina emphasizes the important role of extracurricular activities in increasing the motivation for learning a foreign language by pupils. In the works of L. Yakushina the attention is paid to the specifics of extracurricular work and its connections with the educational process. Extracurricular work in the system of education of adolescents has been studied in the works of A. Yenin.

The purpose of the article. The aim of our investigation is to reveal the importance of extracurricular work in the process of learning a foreign language; theoretically substantiate the principles of application of dramatization and language camps in order to increase pupils’ motivation in learning English language.

The presentation of the material. Extracurricular work is an integral part of the educational work of the school and is one of the forms of organizing the pupils’ leisure time, as well as a set of various types of activities, which has positive influence on pupils and is an independent sphere of the educational work of the teacher, which is carried out in connection with work at the lesson (Gryynch, Sloboda, Kovalchuk, 2014: 3).

Extracurricular activities are usually defined as learners’ activities that fall outside the normal curriculum of educational institution, they supplement the regular course of classroom instruction and are sometimes organized or conducted with some participation of instructors (Campbell, 1973).

Extracurricular work in a foreign language promotes the development of independent thinking, the development of techniques of co-creation and intellectual tension, involves children’s experimentation, games, flexible and harmonious combination of individual, group and collective activities, which may be independent or pedagogically oriented.

One of the features of extracurricular work as a pedagogical process is that the pupil is not afraid to get an unsatisfactory grade, can freely express his thoughts. Based on the uniqueness and originality of each child, teachers may develop already acquired knowledge and turn it into a social experience.
In extracurricular work pupils may act as leaders in organizing and directing these activities. They can choose the activity they think most interesting and useful for their particular group. They can choose topics to discuss, videos to watch, books to read and holidays to celebrate. It offers them a chance to practice and develop their organizational and management skills.

Extracurricular work in a foreign language solves the following tasks: improving knowledge, skills and abilities which have been acquired in lessons; expanding pupils’ worldview; development of their creative abilities, independence, aesthetic tastes; development of love and respect for the people of their homeland and the country whose language is being studied.

There are 3 main forms of organization in extracurricular work: mass, group and individual. Mass form of work covers an unstable number of pupils that is changed depending on the aim of the event. It may be conferences, competitions, foreign language week at school, issue of a weekly newspaper, etc. Individual extracurricular work is not structural and is conducted with individual pupils. Its main task is to identify the individual abilities of children. It includes preparation of reports, study of poems and songs. Group forms include a club and a group. In contrast to the club, in the group are a limited number of participants with the same interests.

Choosing a form of extracurricular work in primary school teacher should take into consideration the psychological and pedagogical characteristics of pupils of 1-4 grades. They are weakly focused on what they are teaching, but can get information from everything that is happening around. Children strive for a specific, short-term activity and an instant result. They are interested in games, especially role-playing. Children at this age are characterized by imbalance, incontinence, mobility, often uncontrollability, stubbornness, negativism, especially in the afternoon, which is connected with a high degree of fatigue. But, nevertheless, they are open-minded for new activities and information.

Considering all of the above characteristics preparing extracurricular activities teacher should use such principles:

1. The principle of taking into consideration the level of pupils’ language readiness and consistency with foreign language lessons. It means usage of opportunities which were created at the previous stage of learning a foreign language. Also, observation of pupils’ language activities in class allows for its correction in extracurricular activities.

2. The principle of taking into consideration the age characteristics of pupils. Selection of content, forms and methods of work in accordance with the stage of learning a foreign language and psychophysiological characteristics of pupils is played a significant role in the organization of extracurricular activities.

3. The principle of combining collective, group and individual forms of work. It is known that collective forms of work, regardless of the age of pupils, affect the formation of personality and development of the team in general.

4. The principle of interdisciplinary links in the process of preparation and conducting of extracurricular activities in a foreign language. According to this principle, extracurricular activities should not be conducted in isolation, but in close connection with other subjects. To increase pupils’ interest and to improve the quality of extracurricular activities it is advisable to use interesting materials from literature, music, painting, history, geography, etc.

5. The principle of connection with life. The implementation of this principle is achieved under the condition of close connection of extracurricular activities with the living activities of pupils.

6. The principle of communicative activity is ensured by the selection of language material that is of the greatest personal importance to pupils, the creation of conditions that bring pupils closer to communication in nature, the usage of audiovisual and visual aids, and the possibility of their emotional and intellectual self-affirmation (Bronetto, 2015).

The researcher V. Shepeleva identifies such principles of extracurricular work in a foreign language as: voluntariness and mass character, consideration and development of individual characteristics and interests of pupils, connection of extracurricular work with lessons (Shepeleva, 1991).

The scientist S. Savina adds such principles as: complexity, enthusiasm and development of initiative, principles of consistency, personal individualization, and novelty (Savina, 1991).

In our work, we will consider such forms of organization of extracurricular work as dramatization and language camp.

The first direction of extracurricular work is drama club. Drama bridges the gap between coursebook dialogues and natural usage, and can also help to bridge a similar gap between the classroom and real-life situations by providing insights into how to handle tricky situations. Drama strengthens the bond between thought and expression in language, provides practice of supra-segmentals and para language, and offers good listening practice. Even after years of English teaching, the learners do not gain the confidence of using the language in and outside the class (Davies, 1990:96).
Dramatization is an effective way to engage students in the culture of the country which language is being studied. This is an effective and convenient way to interest pupils in learning a foreign language. Dramatization is an effective means of forming speaking skills of schoolchildren, which is aimed at the formation of foreign language communicative competence (Kovalyshyna, 2014: 65).

Dramatization has the following advantages:
1. pupils’ vocabulary is enriched and activated; they learn new vocabulary and expressions in the appropriate context and environment;
2. gaps in grammatical structures are eliminated;
3. new grammatical material is mastered in a communicative way;
4. pronunciation and intonation are corrected, phonemic hearing is formed;
5. listening skills are improved by immersion in the language environment;
6. all types of language activity are developed;
7. language competence is increased;
8. pupils have the opportunity to control their own learning;
9. a comfortable atmosphere for learning a foreign language is created in the process of working;
10. dramatization helps students form a better understanding of foreign language culture;
11. both verbal and non-verbal aspects of communication are integrated, the balance between physical and intellectual aspects of learning is restored (Maley, Duff, 2005; Kovalyshyna, 2014).

The usage of dramatization elements or the preparation of a real performance allows the teacher to immerse pupils in the culture of the country which language is being studied. Staging scenes from national fairy tales introduces children to the national mentality and famous heroes. The usage of well-known literary works builds a strong interest among pupils for further acquaintance with the literary works of other countries. These can be well-known and beloved by everyone fairy tales “The Three Little Pigs”, “Tom Thumb”, “Robin Hood”, etc.

The second direction of extracurricular work is language camp. Language camps are designed to encourage pupils use in practice the language skills which were acquired during the school year. In these camps children have the opportunity to communicate in foreign languages and apply their knowledge in various forms of activities: games and concerts, sports competitions, theater performances, etc. In this case, the pupils’ knowledge will not be assessed as in school, they will perceive learning as a game. Main feature of the language camp is the learning style with an emphasis on conducting practical classes (Nikolaeva, 2013: 12).

The purpose of organizing language camps is to create an appropriate language environment and conditions to encourage pupils to learn foreign languages. Tasks of language camps:
- increase the level of foreign language proficiency of pupils, to interest children, to promote independent training of students at home, to start a fashion for learning foreign languages in Ukraine, to draw public attention to this topic;
- help pupils obtain necessary language skills and overcome the language barrier;
- improve the pupils’ oral speech;
- combine learning with exciting recreation;
- create motivation for further improvement of English languages (Gorobchenko, 2016: 111).

English camps offer an effective way to learn a language. At a camp pupils use language all the time, because it is a main rule of staying there. In many language camps the immersion method is practiced. Teaching is conducted in whole or in part in a foreign language. In this case, the camp participant uses language every day. Despite the emerging difficulties in the transmission or perception of information, the situation itself allows pupils to avoid communicative failure.

All entertaining activities and creative workshops should include teaching a foreign language. Thus, camp participants will master the basic vocabulary related to various aspects of daily communication. During the camp, classes should be held regularly, alternating with recreational cultural events. They must correspond to the age characteristics of the pupils, their level of knowledge of a foreign language. Taking into account the curriculum, the camp classes help children study the material deeper, aimed at improving existing skills, as well as developing new ones.

Language camps are not only educational but they are also making learning process interesting. Programs are filled with adventures, sports, games, and workshops. Teachers can determine in advance the main topic of the language camp. These can be weeks devoted to acquaintance with the history, culture, cuisine, music, cinema of English-speaking countries. At the same time pupils may themselves search for the information they are interested in, prepare projects and presentations, and make a translation of fairy tales and stories.

Conclusions. Thus, extracurricular work in a foreign language is an important component of the formation of pupils’ foreign language communicative competence. Using language outside the classroom increases pupils’ motivation to learn the language and relieves tension between them. In modern condi-
tions a drama club or language camp may be used as a means of improving the level of foreign language proficiency. In our work principles and forms of extracurricular work were characterized; advantages of dramatization and tasks of language club were described; main age characteristics of primary school pupils were considered to take them into account when preparing a work plan for an extracurricular activity.

The results of the study do not cover all aspects of this problem. The perspective of our investigation is the creation of work plans of the drama club and language camp lessons with all the accompanying materials and tools.
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